
BRAVO

Beautiful fine pods with a shiny dark green colour
Slightly sweet and melts in your mouth
Slow pod growth allowing a flexible harvesting rhythm
Hardy plant, resistant to all conditions, especially warm ones

A true delicacy for your palate

Typology
Dwarf French bean

Number of seeds per gram
5, PMG = 200
Sector
Seed packet companies

Color

Fruit shape

Fruit size

round and fleshy

Diameter : 7.5 mm
Length : 13-15 cm

Disease resistance
HR: Cl ; BCMV ; Psp

White

June

August

Product cultivation Seeds color


Sowing period


Harvest


Additional information

Plant: dwarf, vigorous foliage, remontant flowering, upright
PMG = 200
Clause tip: harvest every 3 to 5 days depending on the desired diameter of the pods
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IMPORTANT : The descriptions, illustrations, photographs, advice, suggestions and vegetation cycles that may be presented herein are aimed at home
gardeners exclusively and are derived from observations made in defined conditions on various trials. They are offered in all good faith, for purely
informational purposes, and shall not therefore, under any circumstances, be held to be exhaustive, be taken as any form of guarantee of harvest or
performance, prejudge specific factors or circumstances (either current or future), and more generally, form any kind of contractual undertaking
whatsoever. The user must first and foremost ensure that his exploitation conditions, local geographical conditions, his planned growing period, his soil, the
means at his disposal, his resources and his equipment, and more generally his agronomical, climatic, sanitary and environmental context are suitable for
the crops, techniques and varieties that are presented herein. All the varieties illustrated in this publication were photographed in favourable conditions and
no guarantee can be provided that results will be identical under different conditions. All reproductions, whether in part or in whole, of this publication (of
the medium and/or the contents), in any form whatsoever, are strictly forbidden, unless specific prior permission is granted. Non contractual photos - All
rights reserved - © 2023 HM.CLAUSE - Eric Martin (Artinric) - Thinkstock

IMPORTANT NOTICE: All intellectual property rights reserved. Illegal reproduction and/or exploitation is forbidden. Violation of these rights may constitute a
serious offence that is prosecutable by Law. For further information see: www.hmclause.com
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